Tr a c k a n y t h i n g , a n y t i m e , a n y w h e re

Track valuable packages every step of the way
for complete peace of mind.

Know more about your
packages than ever
before with Seabourne
Pack-Track
Just being able to track something wherever it is in the world and see
where it moves in real time seemed beyond everyone’s reach only a few
years ago. Today that seems straightforward, using GPS trackers which
are able to switch to land based systems using mobile phone mastsprovides pretty much global cover. Seabourne Pack-Track can track
camels in the Gulf, film rushes in Namibia, daily deliveries across the
Atlantic and Amazon orders cross-border in Europe.
But clients have responded with a whole set of additional challenges; in
pharmaceuticals regulations require temperature sensing; in
electronics, humidity can be critical and everyone demands security.
Seabourne Pack-Track can detect temperature, humidity, pressure,
light levels and even acceleration. Simply using the light sensor, it
shows where a package had been opened on its journey - hopefully
when it’s in the customer’s hand.

Big data & leading edge GPS technology combined
in a revolutionary design.

Why Seabourne Pack-Track?
GPS and LBS technology
The latest GPS and LBS (Land Based Services) technology take
Pack-Track products beyond the traditional point-to-point track and
trace solutions.
Configurable alerts
Parameters and email alerts are configurable via the web portal
for events such as breach of temperature range or shock levels, to
accurately track delivery.
High resolution accuracy
High resolution with an accuracy of up to 6 metres, our products offers
real-time tracking and sending anywhere in the world.
Intuitive web portal
The Pack-Track web portal shows tracking history, current location and
environmental data of shipments enabling full tracing capability.
Affordable
Our low cost GPS tracking solutions enable you to protect important
assets for complete peace of mind with no monthly fee.
No infrastructure required
Effortlessly track your packages with no additional infrastructure or
maintenance required.

Easily track your packages throughout your
distribution network.

Benefits of Pack-Track
POSITION - Track the current location of your
shipment in real-time with an accuracy of up to 6 metres.
LIGHT EXPOSURE * - Identify if a package has been
opened with a light exposure reading.
TEMPERATURE * - Receive an alert if there has been a
breach of a pre-defined temperature range on the shipment.
HUMIDITY * - Prevent waste of goods due to humidity with
the humidity sensor.
PRESSURE * - Track the pressure levels within your shipment and receive alerts if a pre-defined range is breached.
SHOCK * - Quickly establish if your package has been
dropped or damaged using our shock sensor technology.
AIRPLANE MODE * - Based on the pressure sensor
the device recognizes transport by airplane.
LONG BATTERY LIFE - The device is capable of 15+ days
battery life and available in single-use or rechargeable
options.

How to use Pack-Track

This leading edge technology and revolutionary design allow
you to track anything in real-time, anywhere in
the world, straight from the web.

Step 1:
Order Pack-Track at
Seabourne.

Step 2:
Charge 24h.

Step 3:
Login to your
account.

Step 4:
Set alarms.

Step 5:
Start Pack-Track and add
it to the package.

Step 6:
Track & trace your
shipment.

Lite

Ultra
The Lite range is designed to be
an easy-to-use solution at a low
all-inclusive price. Designed for
environments where only tracking is
required and available in single-use or
reusable versions.

Profiles:

15D Lite
15D Ultra
42D Lite
42D Ultra

1
TS1-15D-L
TS1-15D-U
TS1-42D-L
TS1-42D-U

The Ultra range gives location and
sensor based logistics for your
shipment in real-time, anywhere in
the world, straight from the web.
Parameters and alerts may be
customised by you to suit individual
needs. Available in single-use or
reusable versions.

Specifications of Lite & Ultra:
365
TS365-15D-L
TS365-15D-U
TS365-42D-L
TS365-42D-U

Seabourne offers a range of fixed profiles where 15 days (air, road)
or 42 days (sea) of monitoring can be set. For example:
TS1-42D-L means single-use with a set-up for 42 days of monitoring
tracking only.
TS365-15D-U means multi-use with a set-up for 15 days of monitoring
tracking, temperature, air pressure light and shock.

Length mm: 125
Width mm: 65
Height mm: 15
Weigth gr: 80
Position: 22 satelite channels
Communication: GPS and GSM network
Battery: 3.7V 1200 mA
Measuring range: -40°C to + 85°C
Accuracy: +-1°C

Lost shipments can cost your company a fortune each year.
Seabourne Pack-Track contributes to prevent these losses.

Ready to use
Seabourne Pack-Track?
Please contact us for more information about the Pack-Track products. We
are ready to support you.
Seabourne Express Courier BV
Beatrix de Rijkweg 12			
5657 EG Eindhoven Airport		
The Netherlands			
T: +31 (0) 40 235 33 00			

Schillingweg 1
2153 PL Nieuw Vennep
The Netherlands
T: +31 (0) 252 757 200

Email: express@nl.seabourne-group.com
Website: www.seabourne-group.com

		

Pack-Track is distributed by Seabourne in coöperation with
Praxas and Trackersense. Praxas supplies means of protection and control
thereby striving to create the safest possible distribution chain to prevent
goods being wasted. Bringing risk and solution together demands general
risk consciousness throughout the distribution chain. Praxas innovatively
contributes to this. Thanks to its years of experience in various sectors it had
acquired ample experience in the field of quality control and retention.

Seabourne Pack-Track

